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when they most need healthful exercise. The
girl who mopes around the house all day long1,
the girl who is always dissatisfied, the girl
who has no interest but her own pleasure, is
just as disagreeable as the boy who is always
tired and doesn't care. The growing girl
needs exercise just as much as the growing
boy. With some slight modifications of the
rules, such as shortening the time and making
all roughness impossible, basket ball has
become as popular for girls as for boys. "The
proof o£ the pudding is in the eating;" the
value of basket ball is proved by playing the
game.
Field and Equipment, The field should
be large enough to give free and unimpeded
action to the ten men who play in the game,
and 4 feet vertically, and must extend not
less than 3 feet above the top of the basket
The round ball, which must not be more than
32 nor less than 30 inches in circumference,
is an inflated rubber bladder covered with
a leather case. Each team is composed of five
men; two known as forwards, two as backs
or guards and one as the center.
How the Game is Played. The game is
played in two halves of limited time, each
opposing team defending one of the baskets.
The object of the game is for members of
one team to throw the ball into the basket of
the opposing team, Each time a "basket" is
so thrown during actual play, two points
are scored. In case a "foul" is called by an
official against any member of a team, a
designated player from the other side may
have what is called a "free throw;" that is,
he stands in the center of the circle, fifteen
feet from the basket, and has a right to throw
the ball if possible into the opponent's basket
without any interference or interruption from
the other side, all the players being kept
outside the circle and the lane shown in the
diagram. A basket so thrown counts one
point for the side making it.
should be longer than broad, and should not
cover more than 3,500 square feefc of actual
playing space* The accompanying diagram
shows how the Held should be laid out, and
gives the dimensions of the required lines.
The heavy lines of the diagram should be
painted in. Mack on the floor of the gymna-
sium. At the center of each end of the field
is a basket 18 inches in diameter, whose rim is
10 feet from the ground, and 6 inches away
from the rigid, smooth supporting surface
back of it This smooth surface, or back-
ground, must be at least 6 feet horizontally
At the beginning of the game the centers
from the opposing team stand within the
central four-foot circle, each facing his oppo-
nent's basket. The referee takes the ball and
tosses it into the air so it will come down
between the two centers, each of whom en-
deavors to strike or obtain possession of the
ball. From the moment the ball is thrown,
play is begun. The men follow the ball over
the field, all trying to get possession of the
ball so as to throw it into the basket nearest
the forwards when the game started, or pass
it on to a forward of their own side, who
may have opportunity to make the basket.
The business of the backs, or guards, is to
prevent the forwards of the other team from
throwing a basket, and to get the ball and
pass it to their own f orwards.
There is fine chance for team work in the
game, and a well drilled team has its signals
by which players are informed as to the
general course of the play, if it is not broken
up. The ball may be caught, thrown or struck
with the open hand, but no person having
caught the ball can take more than one step
with it. The ball must not be kicked or
struck with the foot or body and when
caught it must he held entirely by the hands.
Opponents must not touch the body of the

